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• Investors still remain cautious amid elevated bond yields and simmering US-China tensions over

Taiwan and chip manufacturing. China convened chip firms for emergency talks after US

President Joe Biden announced curbs. On Wednesday, Nikkei reported that the US is in talks with

Taiwan to co-produce American weapons.

• In addition, behind the risk aversion could be the broadly firmer inflation numbers from Britain,

Eurozone and Canada, as well as the hawkish Fed bets and pessimism conveyed by the Fed’s

Beige Book.

• It should be noted that the Fed’s Beige Book added to the market’s fears by showing increased

pessimism among the respondents. Chicago Fed President Charles Evans said that (they) need to

make sure inflation pressures don't broaden further, which in turn suggests more rate hikes

despite the recession woes.

• Looking forward, investors will pay attention to the second-tier employment and housing

numbers from the US, as well as Eurozone Producer Price Index (PPI) for intermediate

directions.
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➢ EUR/USD seesaws around 0.9760 as bears take a breather after the biggest daily fall in two

weeks during early Thursday morning in Europe.

➢ That said, Eurozone Inflation, as per the Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) measure,

surged 9.9% YoY in September versus 10.0% initial forecasts. Considering the data,

policymakers from Europe reiterated their hawkish bias.

➢ A clear break of the support-turned-resistance of 0.9800, directs bears towards an upward-sloping

support line from September 28 low, near 0.9700. Meanwhile, the level of 0.9800 restricts

immediate EUR/USD upside before directing the bulls to the downtrend line from September 12

high, near 0.9850.
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➢ GBP/USD languishes near the weekly low through the Asian session on Thursday. The UK

political uncertainty, bullish USD continue to act as a headwind for the pair.

➢ Britain's Interior Minister Suella Braverman’s abrupt resignation undermines PM Liz Truss’

leadership authority. “Officers from 1922 committee, in charge of running Britain's Conservative

Party leadership contests, are set to meet on Thursday to discuss the escalating leadership crisis,”

according to The Telegraph. Meanwhile, the 40-year high UK inflation rate continues to cast

clouds on the BOE’s next policy move, keeping the bearish bias intact around the pound.

➢ Sustained weakness below the 1.1200 mark will pave the way for a sharp fall towards the next

support near 1.1050. On the flip side, bulls need to crack the resistance of 1.1380 to accelerate the

bullish moves towards October 05 high around 1.1500.
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➢ USD/JPY remains on the buyer’s radar as the yen pair refreshed the 32-year high during early

Thursday. Markets also remain on tenterhooks amid an imminent risk of Japanese FX market

intervention, as USD/JPY challenges the key 150.00 mark.

➢ The Bank of Japan (BOJ) announced an unscheduled emergency bond-buying in early Asia but

it failed to stem the yen decline. The ongoing Japanese verbal intervention also did little to

rescue JPY bulls.

➢ For more upside, bulls need to surpass 150.00, which will send the pair to 150.50. However, the

upper band of 4-hour bullish channel near 151.00 will be a tough nut to crack for the pair's bulls

afterward. Meanwhile, downside moves remain elusive until the quote stays above the support

of 149.35.
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➢ XAU/USD is making a minor recovery attempt from intraday low, as it has recaptured $1,630

during early Thursday.

➢ Headlines suggesting China’s debate on reducing quarantine time for international travelers

seemed to have triggered the bullion’s previous rebound. The intermediate bounce, however,

couldn’t last long as the US Treasury yields remain near the multi-year high flashed earlier in the

day.

➢ The pullback can initially aim for the $1,640 resistance ahead of challenging the confluence of

two short-term trendlines at $1,650. On the flip side, Gold bears need a sustained move below

$1,615 to accelerate the bearish moves towards the psychological level of $1,600. However, a

downward-sloping support line from July 21 low near $1,590 will be a tough nut to crack for

bears afterward.
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➢ US Stocks ended lower after a shaky Wednesday session as the earnings cycle continued. The

S&P 500 was down 0.7% to 3,695.15. Real estate and financials were the steepest decliners, with

only energy posting gains.

➢ The sellers need to conquer October 14 low at 3,580 to aim for last week's low, surrounding

3,500. Meanwhile, the support of 3,725 challenges the short-term upside of index ahead of

October 5 high, around 3,800.

➢ The steepest decliner on the S&P 500 was Generac Holdings, down 25%, after the firm reported

preliminary third-quarter adjusted earnings below expectations and slashed its guidance for full-

year sales.
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